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Additional Flu  

Immunisations 

Catch up        

sessions         

available.  

Please contact 

the NHS team on 

03000 003 0013 if 

required. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Welcome back and Happy New year to all our pupils and 

their families. 

Fitness Trackers: Some children have received watches for 

Christmas that are also fitness trackers. There a huge range of 

these available with some costing as little as £20 which simply 

tell the time and  record steps to those costing over £300 

which are an extension of a mobile phone. If you allow your 

child to wear one of these types of watches please be aware 

(like with all items brought into school)  that the school takes 

no responsibility should such items become lost, stolen or are  

damaged. If the watch has a notification aspect to it and is 

linked to a mobile phone please ensure that this turned off 

and is silent. Please note if we notice that your child’s learning 

is being disrupted by the use of their watch then staff will con-

tact parents and then the school will ask for it to be left at 

home. Please note they cannot be worn for PE on health and 

safety grounds. Thank you for your cooperation. 

Cocktonhill Junior School Microbit 

Challenge: We are hoping for funding 

to buy 2 sets of BBC Microbits to use 

with our pupils in Computing. They are 

a really affordable but versatile piece 

of equipment to use when coding.    

Using them, we can program them to play messages, light 

LEDs or play music.  

This would really enhance our Computing curriculum by        

allowing our pupils to program a real piece of equipment that 

they can see and touch, rather than just a mimic or simulation 

on the screen. They find it incredibly exciting and it would     

really enable us to move our coding forward. The total cost of 

2 class starter packs would be £297.60. Any help you can give 

us would be truly appreciated. If you can't afford to donate 

maybe you could help us by sharing our message to others. 

Check out the link below where you can donate.  

https://rocket.fund/p/cocktonhilljuniorschoolmicrobits/ 
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Attendance: Attendance for the week beginning 

17.12.18 was 96% which is just above the target of 

96%. Being in school on time and  every day has a 

huge impact on your child’s learning. Please ensure 

that your child is in school everyday and on time for 

the remainder of the school year. 

1st 5C 100%, 5H 100%, 4H 98.4%, 3H 96.4%, 3C 94.6%, 

6C 94.1%, 6H 93.8% and 4C 93.2%. 

Puzzle Day across school: During Puzzle Day, we 

were challenged by a series of puzzles. Each year 

group teamed up together to complete these chal-

lenges for example – blindfolded fishing, monkey 

tower and a marble race. Every pupil participated. 

All the challenges were brilliant and everyone had 

an amazing time.  


